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The volume Language in Cognition and Affect, edited by Ewa
Piechurska Kuciel and El bieta Szyma ska Czaplak is a fascinating
collection of papers demonstrating the second and foreign language
processes involved both in cognition and the affective dimension of
language learning and use. Perhaps the best way to recommend this
volume is by its variety. It is not only unusually broad in scope, as it
ranges from discussion of gender issues, translation difficulties and use
of humour in media for developing critical literacy, enhancing young
learners language abilities and different affectivity issues in
second/foreign language acquisition and learning. It presents some of the
most recent empirical studies by prominent scholars and also by some
who are relatively new to the field. As the individual contributors are
mostly Polish academics, the book is a good prospectus of Polish
scholarly interests and expertise in applied linguistics and more
specifically in the second/foreign language learning and teaching field.

The volume consists of three parts: Language, Cognition and Affect.
The first Language raises issues of gender as a variable in academic
discourse (Jolanta Szyma ska, Gendered Use of the Hedge in Academic
Discourse), translation strategies in literature for children (Anna Urban,
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Clean Reads for Teens? Purification Strategy in Andreas Steinhöfels “Rico und
die Tieferschatten” in the Chicken House) and humour in the media
(Madgalena Adamczyk, Infontainment or “Infontamination”? Some Remarks
on Target Audience Reception of Linguistic Humour in TV News Headlines).
Each of the texts is well grounded in theory but the most interesting
parts are clearly the empirical studies presented by individual authors.
Perhaps the most fascinating is the discussion of the concepts of
infotainment and “infotamination” in a well analysed corpus of media
headlines (Adamczyk). Despite a few drawbacks in the description of
methodology (it is not clear how the corpus was analysed in
Szymanska´s text), the lack of a clear author position in relation to
purification strategies in translation (Urban´s analyses) and perhaps not
enough illustration in the text itself concerning the analyses of media
headings (Adamczyk), each of the chapters demonstrates convincingly
how language interplays with our cognition of a spoken and written text,
and how it can manipulate our perception of different issues and our
forming of opinions (affective dimension).

The second part of the volume Cognition is the longest, as it consists
of eight chapters, and it demonstrates that traditional topics in second
language acquisition are still very much the focus of contemporary
research. The chapters deal with the development of different
competences in L2 learners (Marcin Jaroszek, The development of Discourse
Competence in Advanced L2 Speech: A Look at Relexicalization), fluency in
speaking (Alexander Kapranov, Beginner Students´ Speech Fluency in a
second Language Across Two Contexts of Acquisition), critical literacy in
academic writing (Katarzyna Molek Kozakowska, How to foster Critical
Literacy in Academic Contexts: Some insights from Action Research on Writing
Research Papers), developing academic written discourse (Vesna Bagari
Medve & Višnja Pavi i Taka , The Influence of cohesion and coherence on
text Quality. A Cross Linguistics Study of Foreign Language Learners´ Written
Production), the effectiveness of corrective feedback (Miros aw Pawlak &
El bieta Tomczyk, Differential Effects of Input providing and Output
Inducing Corrective feedback on the Acquisition of English Passive Voice), the
acquisition of articles in English (Artur wi tek, The Acquisition of the
English Article System by Polish Learners in Different Proficiency Groups
Juxtaposed with a case Study), effective dictionary use in the FL classroom
(Mariusz Kami ski, Reducing Cognitive Barriers to Successful Dictionary
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Use: Advancements in Pedagogical Lexicography) and the role of parents in
the language education of very young children (Joanna Rokita Ja kow,
Socioeconomic Status and parental involvement as Cognitive and Affective
Factors Fostering Very Young Learners` Second Language Development). Also
in this part of the volume each of the chapters offers the reader a
thorough theoretical background, a well designed empirical part
(especially Kapranov) and in depth analysis of the data collected. The
only aspect of presentation that might be regarded as slightly incomplete
in two chapters is the lack of precise description of the research tools in
the studies of Jaroszek and Molek Koz owska, who also did not supply
profiles of their subjects. The study of Bagari Medve and Pavi i Taka
is set in the context of the Croatian Matura exam so it is directly relevant
to the educational practice of teachers at a secondary school working
with matura takers. The authors emphasize the need to study the
coherence and cohesion development of learners as conducive to better
results in the writing part of the exam. Also, Pawlak and Tomczyk set
out to investigate the context of upper secondary school in terms of the
provision of different types of corrective feedback. The article offers an
exhaustive overview of theory and research on corrective feedback,
demonstrating the complexity of this issue, which is also well illustrated
by its quantitative study (a semi experiment with statistical analysis).
wi tek´s study, on the other hand, offers an insight into the acquisition
process of articles by Polish EFL learners in different level groups.
Although well written in its theoretical part, the chapter rather reinforces
existing rather than offers new insights into this problem, as it basically
supports the view that the higher the level, the better the command of
articles. The following chapter (Kami ski) on pedagogical lexicography
is a critical overview of developments in EFL dictionaries and the ways
lexicographers aim to facilitate accessibility of their entries and the way
meanings are presented to enhance the learning process. A very
interesting final chapter in the Cognition part of the volume (Rokita
Ja kow) moves away from the issues directly concerned with teaching
and learning and discusses the role of parents in the second language
development of their children (very young learners). Statistical analysis
of the survey data demonstrates that the socio economic status of
parents determines the way they support their children and the
strategies they use to enhance both their cognitive and affective
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development. It provides very interesting material for both EFL teachers
in kindergartens and the parents of kindergarten pupils, which can
inform and facilitate both parties´ effectiveness in EFL involvement with
very young learners.

Part III, Affect, constitutes probably the most interesting part of the
volume, as the reader will find here seven chapters, each of which
discusses the very diverse issues involved in studying affectivity and
emotions in the context of foreign language instruction – from more
traditional studies of motivation or self esteem to cultural
conceptualizations of emotions and teacher beliefs. The opening chapter
looks cross culturally at conceptualization of two emotions, pride and
shame, in two contexts, Polish and Ukrainian (Anna Ni egorodcew,
Cultural Conceptualisations of Emotions in Intercultural Communication in
English as a Lingua Franca). The following chapters discuss the relation
between FL use and the emotions it evokes (Liliana Piasecka, What Does
it Feel Like to Use English? Empirical Evidence from EFL Students), the
influence of affect on self esteem and self concept (Agnieszka Habrat,
The Effect of Affect on Learning: Self Esteem and Self Concept), motivation
(Teresa Maria W osowicz, Task Motivation in L3 Comprehension and Use, as
Revealed by Think Aloud Protocols and Communication Strategies) and a
discussion of the contribution of teachers´ beliefs to classroom practice
(Aleksandra Wach, Teachers´ Beliefs About EFL Grammar Learning and
Teaching). The final chapter of the volume is an interesting overview of
EFL self study manuals from as early as the 19th century (Miros awa
Podhajecka “English Self Taught: Self Study Guides for Polish Learners of
English, 1860 1945). The variety of thematic focus will undoubtedly
attract the attention of the reader. Most of the chapters in this part are
empirical and present studies carried out by their authors in different
academic contexts. The opening chapter (Ni egorodcew) reports on the
DICE project (Development of Intercultural Competence through
English) carried out in Polish and Ukrainian academic contexts with the
aim of demonstrating the extent to which English as lingua franca can
contribute to development of the cross cultural awareness of non native
speakers of English. The following chapter (Piasecka) develops a line of
research on FL affectivity that deals with emotions in languages non
native to their users and reports on a study focusing on the emotional
responses of EFL learners in different contexts of language use. The data
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collected by means of a self designed questionnaire demonstrated the
somewhat obvious conclusion that the positive feelings of EFL students
were directly related to success and achievement and the negative ones
to their poor performance and failure. The text also offers some
clarifications on the terminology of affect, emotion and feelings, which is
further developed in the next chapter (Habrat). In this theoretical
chapter, the author presents an overview of affective factors in ELT and
offers a succinct typology of them, at the same time elaborating in more
detail on self concept, self esteem and self efficacy. Although the idea of
self esteem is presented in more or less comprehensive fashion, the
presentation of the other two might strike the reader as insufficient. The
next chapter (Baran ucarz) on foreign language pronunciation anxiety
is a report on a quantitative study based on the Foreign Language
Listening Anxiety Scale (FLLA), measuring the relation between
listening anxiety and actual and perceived levels of pronunciation. The
study presented is well designed and analysed rigorously with the help
of statistics. The next chapter deals with task motivation (W osowicz) in
the comprehension and production of a multilingual language
learner/user. It is a very ambitious project and only with difficulty can be
presented in a short chapter. Thus the author gives us only sample data
and partial comments. It would have been more productive if the author
had focused either on L3 comprehension or L2/L3 production, which
would have allowed for more in depth analysis. The value of this
chapter lies therefore more in its very thorough theoretical part than the
empirical part. The author chose to use a very complex data collection
instrument, think aloud protocol simultaneous introspection which
was greatly simplified, for example in its incorrect coding conventions,
that is transcripts of the data collected. Despite these shortcomings, the
chapter offers some interesting insights into multilingual processing both
on the cognitive and affective levels. The following chapter (Anna Wach)
focuses on teachers´ beliefs about grammar teaching and learning and its
great value is in promoting the need to consider the belief systems of
teachers and how they relate to classroom practice. The author compared
two groups of subjects, teachers and trainee teachers, and concluded that
their beliefs on grammar teaching and learning are really quite similar
and indeed still quite traditional. The closing chapter of the volume
(Podhajecka) is different from all the previous ones as it is a diachronic
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overview of EFL self study books for Poles, and as such constitutes quite
an unusual object of focus. The author presents a critical view of
language manuals published in the 19th and 20th century, concluding that
in terms of structure, content and methodology they are amateurish,
grounded in neither empirical findings in linguistics nor in
psycholinguistics, and largely based on grammar translation approach.

To conclude, the volume Language in Cognition and Affect, edited by
Ewa Piechurska Kuciel and El bieta Szyma ska Czaplak is obligatory
reading for all scholars, teachers and trainee teachers of EFL interested in
how second/foreign language influences our cognition and affectivity,
and how they interact with each other in the process of teaching,
learning and language use. The volume offers a variety of original
themes, which provide the reader with a rich source of references, which
are illustrated by means of both quantitative and qualitative empirical
studies. The volume undoubtedly contributes to the rapidly developing
body of research on affectivity (Schumann, J. 1997, Pavlenko 2005,
Dewaele, J.M, & Pavlenko, A. 2002) and in particular on interaction
between cognition and affectivity.
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